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”Big Data” in Railroading

”The challenge is utilizing Big Data to improve

efficiency, reliability, velocity, productivity, and

safety.” - Railway Age. August, 2014.
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Big Data Revolution is in Motion in the Railway Industry

• Given recent evolution in the railway industry,
remaining competitive requires an ability to
process a growing flow of data.

• We strongly believe that the keys to success

are twofold when it comes to designing a

successful Big Data strategy:

• A structured and robust framework.
• A continuous upgrade of hardware and

infrastructure to stick to volume of data
and complexity of analyses.

• Big Data represents business opportunities for
major players in the railway industry...

• . . . from rethinking client relationship to
crafting tomorrow’s operations and risk
management.
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Big Data Requires Investing in New Forms of Data
Processing
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Big Data and its 5V Properties
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Learning for Big Data
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A Brief History of Big Data with Major Milestones
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Traditional Analysis

• As data sets gets larger, complexity of false findings grow
exponentially.

• Serious statistical skill is required to avoid being misled.

• Large N, Small P.

• Small N, Large P.
• Use of statistical significance is inappropriate.
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Big N
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Bias and Variance in Statistics

• Bias is error that cannot be corrected by repeated
experiments.

• Bias-variance decomposition states that expected squared
error is equal to the bias plus the random error.

• You can reduce the variance but not the bias.

• True value of the parameter is a constant.

• Experimental estimate is a probabilistic variable.

• Bias is the systematic or average difference between these two
variables and variance is the probabilistic component.
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Tensors

Multiway Data Analysis
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Beyond Correlation: Causation
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Massive Amount of Data (Tank Safety)
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Traditional analytical techniques are inadequate in
analyzing and drawing conclusions
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